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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
In this issue of the ANZAAB Newsletter we pay tribute to the
late Kenneth Hince OAM (1926 - 2018), a greatly admired
and respected Australian bookseller whose career spanned
some eight decades. We are privileged to share insights into
Ken’s personality and strong sense of ethics through
contributions from his daughter, friends and colleagues.
These tributes mark Kenneth Hince as a man who was both
considered and considerate, a man who cared for his family,
colleagues, and the cultural legacies of his twin passions,
books and music. His achievements ranged widely, but of
particular significance to us is the role he played in
establishing ANZAAB, a fraternity of booksellers united by
our shared love of books, a sense of fair play, and an
appreciation of cultural collections in documenting our
many stories. Kenneth Hince was the founding President of
our Association, and together with his fellow founding
members, created the community which we know and
respect, ANZAAB. This issue of our newsletter is only a small
tribute to Ken : many readers will have their own memories
and stories from his long career in the trade. ANZAAB was
formed with Ken’s guidance and his values at its heart values we continue to share on our paths as booksellers

NEWS & JOTTINGS

Editor Blurb about the order of the KH memorial
mKenneth Hince. Photo courtesy of Barbara
Hince.
aterial

Kenneth Hince. [Photo Barbara Hince]

A Note from the Editors
Creating this edition of the Newsletter has given us
the opportunity to both remember (Roz) and to
learn (Dawn) about one of the founding members of
our Association.

Douglas Stewart

President
Australian & New Zealand Association of Antiquarian
Booksellers (ANZAAB)

We begin with Barbara Hince’s reflection on her
father’s life, followed by a digital scrap book of
articles and photographs relating to Kenneth Hince
Following these, Michael Treloar offers a personal
tribute and Peter Arnold recalls a man of “cultured
urbanity”. Unless otherwise noted, all the images
come from the private book trade archive of Kay
Craddock. We thank all who have contributed to
this tribute to ANZAAB’s founding president.
We close the December issue with just a little
international news and another of Professor Chris
Browne’s book related travel pieces. Enjoy!
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KENNETH HINCE Music, Books, Culture.
By Barbara Hince

Sydney Harbour Curise, ILAB Presidents’ Meeting, Sydney, October 1997. L-R: Hans Dieter Paulusch (Austria), Jochem Granier (Germany), Kay Craddock, Sally
Burdon (Australia) Anthony & Jean Rota (Great Britain), Kenneth & Barbara Hince (Australia), Liza & Matthew Miller (Great Britain).

My father Kenneth Hince, who was born in July 1926,
grew up in Ivanhoe in a family of modest
circumstances. Like many, his father lost his job in the
Great Depression. There were few books at home: a
copy of The Anzac Book, and Our First Century, the
celebration of America’s achievements since the War of
Independence, were the two he remembered. After he
was given a set of Arthur Mee’s Children’s
Encyclopaedia in place of the bicycle he had his heart
set on one Christmas, Ken developed into a dedicated
reader, and was one of the first to enrol at the
Heidelberg Children’s Library. He read without
discrimination until in 1940 a classmate introduced him
to Smollett and Fielding, and to the Oxford University
Press series of World’s Classics. It was searching for
copies of these books that inducted Ken into the world
of Melbourne’s second-hand bookshops around 1940.

a bookshop in January 1960 in Melbourne’s Metropole
Arcade, soon moving to Bourke Street via Hicks Arcade
and Little Collins Street.
It was during his university days that Ken developed a
passion for music. In 1948, aged twenty-two, he was in
his fourth year of Medicine at the University of
Melbourne. Instead of working at anatomy and
physiology, he spent most of his time listening to
gramophone records housed in the Rowden White
Reading Room of Union House. By the end of that year
he had decided that music, and not medicine, was for
him. He had begun to review university concerts, and
was writing a column for Farrago under the nom-deplume Sarastro. He also wrote articles on music for
Present Opinion (the Arts faculty magazine), Melbourne
University Magazine, and other journals.
Shifting from the medical faculty to arts, he took his
first full-time job as librarian at the University
Conservatorium of Music. His ambition was to create a
career from his music reviewing, however the path to
establishing himself as a critic was a rough one. Looking
back at this time, he recalled the challenges:

Ken began bookselling as a book runner in 1940s
Melbourne. The few local booksellers of the day did not
visit each other, and it was easy enough to make his
purchases at city and suburban auction rooms before
selling them on to different bookshops according to the
taste and inclination of their owners. Because the
Australian economy was picking up after the war,
property development was destroying old houses and
estates and this was bringing significant libraries to the
market, where from time to time an entire library
would be sold at auction as one lot. After issuing a
couple of catalogues from the family home, he opened

Late in 1949, with a letter of reference from
Bernard Heinze, I applied for the position of
music critic on The Age, but it was given to a
retired court reporter called Webb. Probably
this was my fault. When I was interviewed by
the editor, he had asked me whether, if
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instructed to, I would go down to Spencer
Street railway station and write him an article
on the quality of pies in the restaurant. No, I
said, this is not the sort of thing music critics
do; I am interested in being a music critic, not a
reporter. And that was it.

It was in 1968 that Ken made his first trip out of
Australia, when he spent much of the four months
driving up and down across England, with an
occasional excursion into Scotland, filling up the car
with books, taking them back to London for packing,
and setting out for another foray into the counties.

In 1950, now the Melbourne reviewer for the
Sydney musical monthly The Canon, I left the
Conservatorium and worked for some months
as music critic and general factotum on a
weekly called Radio Times, a competitor of the
Murdoch weekly The Listener In: and then for a
few hectic weeks, as chief-of-staff and general
dogsbody for a short-lived daily newspaper The
Melbourne Times, launched into futility by the
very eccentric owner of Radio Times, one Harry
Drysdale Betts. During those weeks, as well as
being mainly responsible (with Betts’s chief
printer) for producing the paper, I went and
hawked it on the Swanston Street footpath
under the statue of Matthew Flinders, by the
side of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

He had met John Maggs and John Lawson on their trip
to Australia the previous year, and during this visit
Ken was able to offer his office and some small
services to John Maggs. John’s parting words were “Of
course, sir, we’ll do the same for you when you get to
London”. The following year in London John was as
good as his word, offering open access to his reserved
Australian material, the free use of his packing
department, and personal hospitality at his home with
Betty.
Ken was already a member of A.B.A. (International) on
this 1968 trip, and recalls that membership helped to
open many doors to him, not just in the U.K. but in
Europe, where he was likely the first Australian
bookseller most of the trade had seen, and where he
was occasionally regarded as a kind of curiosity. He
met and became friends with Ian Grant and Raymond
Kilgarriff amongst others.

These early experiences of journalism and music
reviewing were closely followed by several years of
work as a public service clerk. Marrying in 1949, and
with two babies by 1952, he balanced family life with
work while at the same time gradually completing his
Arts degree. Qualifying with a one-year diploma at the
Melbourne Teachers’ College, he then began teaching
at Box Hill and Waverley, before settling into a job
teaching English and Latin at Xavier College.
Throughout these years he continued to write on
music, contributing to Quadrant, The Observer, and
The Bulletin, and gradually becoming better known.
After this fifteen years of apprenticeship Ken was
invited to join The Australian as national music critic on
its launch in 1964.

Meeting a great many booksellers in the U.K., Europe
and U.S.A, he found that they were as generous about
sharing their wisdom and experience as they were
with their hospitality. The fact that you were a
bookseller did not make you a rival or a competitor: it
made you a colleague. As he said in a speech at ILAB’s
2004 Congress in Melbourne
The substance and reality of the trade
revealed itself to me in a series of
conversations with one bookseller after
another, and I came to understand what the
nature of bookselling was. Certainly it was a
trade: the profit motive remained in the end.
Certainly there was an element of
competition, as there is in every trade. But
this was a trade unlike any other. There was a
numinousness to it, a special virtue … a kind
of secular holiness. We were not buying and
selling books as we might have been buying
and selling cereal or cars. We were actually
handling or creating one thread in the
transmission of culture and civilisation. In my
case this was the culture of Western Europe,
culture with a written language and therefore
with books, but I am sure the counterpart
would be found in any other tradition. The
keynote was the humaneness of it all.

By the mid-1960s then, he was established in both
bookselling and music reviewing. It gave him a lot of
enjoyment to share his deep knowledge of music, and
he did so with discerning judgement, and in fluent and
graceful writing. Moving to The Age in 1978, he
continued to review concerts, records, and the
occasional work of music biography, until 1994. In
those three decades of journalism he attended one or
two concerts a week and published something like
1500 reviews. That body of work says much about the
man and his interests. He was in command of the
written word, possessed refined and classical taste,
valued loyalty to the composer’s intent, and looked for
skill and perfection in performance.
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When he looked back at his own life, it was not
outstanding libraries of great single books or unusually
successful sales that he saw first: it was the experience
of learning from other booksellers and gradually
acquiring wisdom. This personal modesty, his integrity,
and his generosity with knowledge are elements of his
career which underpin the fondness and respect with
which he is remembered by book collectors and
colleagues alike.
Ken’s private collection of books on Western music was
sold to the National Library of Australia in 1969, the
Library’s first purchase of a major music collection, and
it formed the nucleus of an impressive department
within the Library. Further instalments were made in
the 1970s and 1980s, and in 1994 the Library acquired a
large collection of his personal papers, manuscripts and
printed ephemera. The records of his bookshop to
1986, when he left Greville Street, were acquired at
that time by the State Library of Victoria. After his
death in February 2018 further papers, as well as local
ephemera from his personal library on bookselling,
were donated there and these can be identified in the
Library’s catalogue by searching the note field for the
estate of Kenneth Hince.

Ken in 1994 when he opened his shop in the Victorian
country town of Euroa. (Photo Barbara Hince)

Ken enjoyed a long and successful marriage to Patricia
Morrissey, which produced seven children. He was a
loving husband and father, and a fond grandparent. A
formal man by nature, he could also lie on his back on
the floor of the shop (hidden from the street by a long
bookcase) with my six-month old son Patrick held
above him, both of them delighted.

Ken and grandson Paddy, 1986. (Photo Barbara Hince)
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Kenneth Hince seen through the ANZAAB Archives
Compiled by Kay Craddock

Those of us fortunate to have been active booksellers
in the early 1970s will recall the moves to establish an
Australian antiquarian book trade association. Over
several years there was debate—sometimes heated
and always vigorous—about the criteria for
membership, revolving mainly around the inclusion or
exclusion of some of the existing trade, and whether
it should be open only to experienced booksellers or
also to newcomers to the trade. In June, 1978, The
Australian and New Zealand Association of
Antiquarian Booksellers (ANZAAB) was officially
formed, with a foundation membership of the eight
Australasian booksellers who were members of the
British-based Antiquarian Booksellers Association
(ABA). Despite the interest of many booksellers at the
time, those who were involved in those early
negotiations for a trade association would
acknowledge Kenneth Hince as the principal founder
of ANZAAB.
An invitation to contribute to this memorial to Ken
Hince led me to go through my book trade archives
for some key references. In the process, I also reread
letters and notes that I had received from Ken over
the decades, noting how generously he had always
supported my own career as a bookseller. I was also
taken with the following quote from Ken, in response
to a letter I had written congratulating him on his
receipt of the ABA’s ’50 years a bookseller’ award:
‘Dear Kay, Many thanks for your welcome
message. I think I have discovered that getting old is
what happens to people if they live long enough—but
it has been a great pleasure to do this as a bookseller.
Best regards, Ken. Euroa 25.9.09’.

Kenneth Hince at the 2nd Australian Antiquarian Book Fair,
Fisher Library, University of Sydney, May 1974.

Perhaps the best way to pay tribute to Ken is to share
some of the articles and photographs contained in
the archive, which are included in this Newsletter.

November 16, 1996. The 11th ANZAAB Annual Dinner at
Borsato’s Ristorante Italiano, Nicholson St, North Fitzroy,
Melbourne. Kay Craddock and Kenneth Hince.
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The first Australian Antiquarian Book Fair was held at Robert Blackwood Hall,
Monash University, Melbourne, 23-26 August, 1972. It attracted attention from the
press in the weeks leading up to the event.
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“The Sun”, Melbourne, 1972. By Keith Dunstan.
Hince was able to capitalise on a First Fleet diary to
attract quite a bit of attention from the press.

Below: Kenneth Hince at the 3rd Australian Antiquarian Book Fair,
Melbourne, August 1975.
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“The Age”, Melbourne, August 16, 1972.
Another article in the lead up to the first
Australian Antiquarian Book Fair.
Features Hince and the Arthur Bowes
Smyth Diary.

Kenneth Hince, Barbara Hince and Marcie Muir at
the 4th Australian Antiquarian Book Fair, Adelaide,
March 1976.

Kenneth Hince at the 6th Australian Antiquarian
Book Fair, Melbourne, October 1978.
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“The Herald”, Melbourne, March 14, 1970.
Piece about Kenneth Hince by Graham Eccles.

Kenneth Hince at the 8th Australian Antiquarian
Book Fair, Melbourne, August 1980.
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Above: “Sunday Press”, Melbourne, 22nd September, 1974.
While this might not be the most flattering representation of
Hince in the press – Fiona Whitlock charges him with

chauvinism – it is apparent that she was nevertheless
impressed by his disciplined lifestyle and generally intrigued
by his character.

“The Age”, Melbourne, 25th November, 1980. An article
featuring Melbourne booksellers Kenneth Hince, Fiona
McIlreavy and Peter Arnold.
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“The Age”, Melbourne, September 5, 1981.
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This article from “The Age”, Melbourne, appeared in
the lead up to the 13th Australian Antiquarian Book
Fair, October 6-19, 1986, Melbourne Town Hall.
ANZAAB members mentioned include Ken Hince,
Peter Arnold, Serendipity Books, Tim McCormick,
Antipodean Books and Anah Dunsheath.

Below: Kenneth Hince at the 12th Australian
Antiquarian Book Fair, Sydney, October 1985
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To Kenneth Hince, with thanks:
A personal tribute by Michael Treloar

This is not an obituary: the interesting details of Ken’s
long and productive life may be found elsewhere. Nor is
it my autobiography, although I must necessarily reveal
some of my personal history to better illustrate why I
hold Ken Hince in such high regard.

that fortune favours not only the brave. One of my few
repeat customers returned the second week to tell me
that the book he had purchased for less than half a
dollar was actually worth $10 or more. The passage of
time makes a mockery of these modest sums of money,
but a factor of 25 between the actual and the potential
is a multiplier not to be dismissed in any era. My
displeasure at having my ignorance brought home to
me in such a blunt manner quickly gave way to far more
important questions: ‘But how do you know this?’ and
‘Where can I find out for myself?’!

In adult life, he was a school teacher, an influential
music critic, a devoted husband to Pat, and a family
man with seven children. But he will be remembered
best, and longest, for his many decades as an
antiquarian bookdealer in what may arguably be called
the golden age of the profession in Australia.

There was clearly no-one else in Warragul with whom
he could talk about such things. He invited me to his
home for lunch that day, showed me his wonderful
collection (of Australian children’s books), and infected
me with his enthusiasm and knowledge. He gave me
the titles of essential reference books, and the names
of shops that might stock them in Melbourne. One of
the names was Kenneth Hince.

His colleagues were the likes of Gaston Renard, Peter
Arnold, the McCormicks and the Berkelouws. They
were the nucleus of ANZAAB, which was founded in
1977, with Ken as its inaugural president.
I came of age in Brisbane in the late 1960s. My early
scholastic promise at secondary school and university
was derailed when I dropped out of a science degree. A
change to arts in Hobart met with a similar fate.

On our next trip to town, I rang his number. I was put
on hold for a short time, before being informed that Mr
Hince could see me at 11am the following morning. I
thought this was an uncommonly cumbersome way to
go about trying to sell a couple of $20 reference books
to me, but decided to confirm the appointment
anyway.

Fast forward to August 1975: I was living on a farm near
Warragul in West Gippsland with Sue and our first child,
Kate, then a few months old. I was working part-time
on a neighbouring dairy farm. I had retained some of
the good habits of my old life – I was an avid reader,
and even then had a large collection of books, all of
them inexpensive copies acquired for personal use.
They were purchased at book exchanges and
secondhand bookstalls, such as the one operating in the
Warragul market on Thursday mornings.

When I parked across the road from the impressive
double-fronted premises of Kenneth Hince Fine and
Rare Books in Greville Street, Prahran that fine
morning, I was more than a little daunted, as I had
never seen, let alone entered, an antiquarian bookshop
before. I left Sue and the baby (both of whom are now
members of ANZAAB) in the car, fully anticipating I’d be
back in a matter of minutes.

I quickly found it to be wanting, and one fateful day the
decision was made to improve the quality of the local
bookselling scene, and hopefully supplement our
income, by opening a stall selling some of my own
books.

I was ushered upstairs to Mr Hince’s office, and after
the usual pleasantries were exchanged, I was asked if
I’d like a whisky. ‘No’ didn’t seem to be the correct
answer … You will have to ask my wife how long I was in
there, and how I ever got down those stairs, but I
bought the books, and into the bargain, I found my
vocation.

Alas, my initial foray into the romantic world of
bookselling was brief, and ultimately financially
unrewarding. Over the course of the four Thursday
mornings I was in business, I was unable to replenish
my stock, and far more seriously, I came to the painful
realisation that the market was frequented only by
regulars, with no new passing trade.

Basically, Ken wanted to meet the new bookdealer in
town. From that first point of contact, he treated me as

The game was quickly up, but not before I discovered
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a colleague – not as his equal, not as another
competitor – but as a fellow bookman. He encouraged
me to strike out for Adelaide, my birthplace, a city he
held much affection for, and (he told me on several
occasions) where he would have gladly set up in
business. I was to learn the hard way that he didn’t
need to, as the arrangement he had with the Adelaide
auctioneers Theodore Bruce meant that for the first
two decades of my career, many significant South
Australian collections were sold into, or auctioned
from, Melbourne.

What I wasn’t to know was that after nearly 45 years,
I would find the contemporary mode of dealing in
paper-based rarities (books, of course, but
increasingly, manuscripts and vintage photographs)
even more engaging, stimulating and satisfying than
in those golden days of others. But I am a product of
those times, and I am humbled, and deeply
appreciative, as I reflect on the inspiration –
imprimatur even – given to me unconditionally so
long ago by Ken Hince.

I was never intimidated by Ken: I was inspired by him. I
wasn’t in awe of him: I respected him. I was not a close
friend, or a confidante, but we knew each other for a
very long time, we never fell out, we had mutual
Adelaide friends in James Dally (a bookman’s bookman
if ever there was one) and Valmai Hankel, the rare
books librarian at the State Library, and we all shared a
genuine passion for old books and the traditional ways
of dealing with them. I believe Ken detected the
symptoms in me from the beginning, and that is what
he acknowledged and encouraged until the year of his
death.
The 17th Australian Antiquarian Book Fair ‘after party’,
Melbourne, 1990. L-R: Kenneth Hince, Douglas Pollard,
Robert Muir.

KENNETH HINCE Cultured Urbanity.
By Peter Arnold
In the following year he organized the first antiquarian
book fair held in Australia, at Monash University, after
having exhibited at the London ABA fair two months
earlier –the first Australian bookseller to do so.

Everyone in the Australian rare book business is
indebted in some degree to Ken Hince, but my debt is
greater than most.
I first entered Ken’s Bourke Street bookshop in 1969.
Gaston Renard had left for England four years earlier
and Ken had become the dominant Melbourne dealer. It
is now widely known, since the publication of Rodney
Davidson’s preface to the first of his sale catalogues,
that he was Ken’s silent partner. He bankrolled Ken’s
buying trips to England and the continent, which greatly
enriched the holdings at 77 Bourke St.
I recall
observing, on an early visit, that one could choose from
three sets of Flinders, Voyage to Terra Australis, each
priced at about $3000. Then in 1971 came his greatest
coup, his purchase of the Mitchell Library’s duplicates.
Fortunately he was able to obtain a short lease on a
large shop a few doors up the street and filled it with
trestles on which these thousands of books, pamphlets
and periodicals were arrayed. Ken’s stock of Australiana
was now quite unrivalled.

Yet, despite his workload, he regularly made time to
talk to me at length. No doubt I found a few books for
him and kept him apprised of what was happening
around the trade, but he was far more generous with
his time than he could possibly justify. His erudite
catalogues and pricing policy were formative influences
on me. Ken was concerned to price his books fairly: I
remember Tim McCormick saying to me how
consistently fair Ken’s prices were. The idea of fair
pricing did not come to me entirely unnaturally I might
add, but Ken’s practice was an important reinforcement
for an impressionable young bookseller.
In 1978 Christies held their last book auction in
Australia, prompting Ken to mount auction sales
himself. For the next thirteen years his well-catalogued
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auctions brought a great many books on to the market,
providing the Australian trade, in those far-off days
before the internet, with a steady supply of good stock.
In this activity, now well-established in the Australian
rare book trade—as it had long been in Europe—he was
a pioneer.
Ken’s greatest contribution, however, was his decisive
part in the founding of ANZAAB. It was a difficult birth :
a number of dealers, led by Dr Andrew Osborn of O.P.
Books in Sydney, were opposed to the idea of an
association like the British ABA., similar to a guild with
agreed standards of practice, arguing instead for a
trade union open to all. Ken’s commitment and
intelligence were crucial in achieving the ANZAAB we
now have.
Above all, when I think of Ken, I think of his cultured
urbanity. Books and music were his two great passions.
His role as a sometimes provocative music critic at the
Australian, then at the Age, gave him a public profile
that probably benefitted his business; but it was his
great love of literature and language — and of the
printed book as an historical artefact — that helped to
convince a young bookseller that this was a very
civilised occupation to embark upon.

1997 ILAB Presidents’ Meeting Melbourne Reception.
L-R: Lurline Stuart (author), Josie Arnold (author), Kenneth
Hince.

Kenneth Hince at the 25th ANZAAB Australian Antiquarian
Book Fair, Melbourne, November, 1998.
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One of Eight Stunning
Bookstores Worth Visiting
Around the World

‘What, I wondered, would a collection be without the
people who pour their heart and soul into it, who
lovingly arrange and rearrange the books on the
shelves, who rejoice like children when they finally find
a long sought-after volume, who feel comfort in seeing,
touching, smelling their books, and who treat each
book like an old friend, a confidant’.

Congratulations must go to another one of our founding
members: Kay Craddock—Antiquarian Bookseller in Collins
Street, Melbourne, was recently deemed worth visiting
along with beautiful and unusual bookstores in America,
Portugal, Venice, Morocco, the Netherlands, Argentina and
China. It is exciting to see an ANZAAB member on the global
radar for excellent book experiences. You can read the full
story here.

Schults won against students from Aberdeen, London
and St Andrews. Half of the prize money is for the
winner to expand her collection and half is to donate
volumes for the University Library.

A Sisterhood of Book
Dealers, Parisienne style.

From the UK:

Part of an occasional series of articles on bookshops
around the world by Professor Chris Browne.

The ABA National Book Collecting
Prize for 2019 Awarded to selfconfessed ‘Egyptomaniac’.

As I am now in the very pleasant position of being
retired from my previous life as a busy academic, I am
now able to enjoy spending time in some of my
favourite book cities of the world. Very high on this list
is Paris, which is, of course, also a fabulous city to
explore and revisit for all sorts of reasons, but
particularly for its historical, cultural and gastronomic
attractions. Paris is unusual. Although the capital of a
great nation, it is not dominated by soulless high-rise
buildings; yes, the traffic can be frenetic, but it is a very
walkable city; and like most great cities, it is formed
from an aggregation of smaller communities, each with
their own distinctive character. In Melbourne, we are
familiar with Carlton, South Yarra, Toorak, Fitzroy and
Richmond, each blending together to form the city.
Similarly, Sydney has Paddington, Manly, King’s Cross
and Redfern; and London has Bloomsbury, Soho,
Kensington and Hackney.

The £1,000 Annual Prize for student book-collectors,
sponsored by the Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association
was awarded to Oxford University student Manon
Schultz at the ABA Chelsea Rare Book Fair at Chelsea
Town Hall on Friday 1 November.
Schultz, an aspiring female Indiana Jones and selfconfessed ‘Egyptomaniac’, won for her collection ‘My
friends, the early Egyptologists’. She wrote with passion
about her collection, recalling in her essay:
‘Since I was a child, I was fascinated by pyramids,
hieroglyphs, and mummies. I felt so attracted to this
culture … that I wanted to become an Egyptologist ever
since. In my fantasy, I was constantly roaming around
the Egyptian desert like a female Indiana Jones in order
to locate hidden treasures and change the path of
history through my discoveries.’

In Paris, each district is numbered from one to twenty,
rather than named, and these districts, or
arrondissements, form a clockwise spiral from numbers
1 and 2 on the central north or right bank of the Seine,
where you will find the Louvre, The Ritz and very
expensive shops, through 3 and 4 which form the inner
eastern arrondissements around the Marais and Hôtelde-Ville. The three innermost left bank arrondissements

This passion led her to focus her collection upon
biographies
and
auto-biographies
of
early
Egyptologists, together with works by early travellers
and collectors driven by the same fascination with the
region. Describing it as her own personal ‘Narnia’,
Manon perfectly encapsulated what it is to be a
collector:
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5, 6, and 7, run east to west on the south bank of the
river from the Sorbonne (5th), through the arts and
fashion areas (6th), ending at the diplomatic and
government buildings and the Eiffel tower (7th). The
other arrondissements continue the pattern by
wrapping themselves around the inner districts,
completing another one and a half turns of the spiral
before ending with the 20th in the outer north east at
Ménilmontant. Although all the arrondissements do
have formal names, they are rarely used in common
parlance. In Melbourne, you might say I live in
Collingwood; in Paris you would say I live in the 6th.
Finally, to help the lost tourist with navigation, the
street signs in Paris carry the arrondissement number
as a Roman numeral thus; “VI e” for the 6th.

antiquarian books from an apartment in 2005, before
opening her own bookshop in 2008 in Rue de Seine,
which has seen several famous residents such as
Baudelaire, George Sand and Ernest Hemingway. Rue
de Seine runs south in the 6th from the Quai Malaquais
on the bank of the river, before crossing Boulevard
Saint-Germain, and ending at the crossroad with Rue
Saint-Sulpice, where it becomes the Rue de Tournon.
Rue de Seine sports many art galleries and antique
shops as well as Librairie Camille Sourget at number 93.
Camille deals in fine books generally, but specialises in
travel and exploration, literary first editions, the history
of ideas, and illustrated books, including many from the
sixteenth century. She attends several book fairs
around the world including TEFAF Maastricht and issues
4 catalogues each year, which you can order from the
website. In printed form, they cost 30 euros each, but
you can view and download them free on-line. You can
also subscribe to her monthly newsletter. I don’t think
that she has visited Australia yet, but she has attended
book fairs in Hong Kong. The Librairie is a mixture of
new and traditional style internally, behind a lovely
traditional blue frontage. There are two staff members
who assist Camille, Flavie Loizon who speaks very good
English, as well as her native French, and Marie-Luca
van Assche, who is originally from Belgium. Both Flavie
and Marie-Luca worked in art galleries in Paris before
joining Camille in the book world.

Indeed, the 6th arrondissement is where I always stay,
as it has the most pleasing selection of art galleries,
antique shops, affordable fashion boutiques, wonderful
chocolate and cake shops, excellent restaurants, cafes
and bars, and, of course, bookshops. In a future article,
I am planning to review the bookshops (librairies in
French) of the 5th and 6th, as they represent a
concentration of interesting shops that one can easily
spend a day visiting without covering huge distances.
In this article, I am describing two bookshops only,
both in the 6th, and each run by one of a pair of sisters;
Librairie Amélie Sourget and Librairie Camille Sourget.

Librairie Camille Sourget
Camille Sourget Catalogue #30

The Sourget name is famous in French book circles, as
the parents of Amélie and Camille, Patrick and Elizabeth
Sourget have been very well-known bookdealers in
France for several decades. Now the tradition is carried
on by the two sisters. Camille Sourget learned the book
trade initially from her parent’s bookshop, but also
spent some time working in London, Paris and New
York. She returned to Paris to start dealing in

Unsurprisingly, most the books are in French, but even
if French is not a major language for you, it is very
interesting to enjoy some of the very fine books on
view. To me, the Librairie Camille Sourget does
represent a friendly entrée to the top end of the Paris
book world. Recently, Camille featured a 5th edition of
Mercator’s Atlas (Amsterdam 1623) as her book of the
17

month; with its 162 water-coloured engravings; this
would be a highlight of any collection on travel and
exploration. It would also set you back €140,000, which
is just under AUD$250,000! She also had a fine folio
copy of the John Gould book on the Toucan family
(London 1843) with its wonderful paintings of these
exotic birds. This is also featured in her latest catalogue.

home of booklovers”, opened in 1915 by Adrienne
Monier. This shop was visited many times by André
Gide, Jules Romain and Paul Valéry amongst many
other famous writers.

The easiest way to find Librairie Camille Sourget is to
take the metro to Mabillon station. Then walk
eastwards along Boulevard Saint-Germain on the south
side. Turn south down Rue de Seine. You will find the
shop after 50 metres on the left-hand side. Once you
have finished at the librairie, you will possibly feel a bit
peckish. In that case, leave, turn right and walk 15
metres where you will find fabulous cakes at the lovely
patisserie Arnaud Larhar. If you prefer chocolates, then
four more shops north on the same side of Rue de
Seine, you will find the wonderful chocolatier Pierre
Marcolini. Bon appetit!

Amélie Sourget

Books at Librairie Amélie Sourget

Librairie Amélie Sourget is quite different in look from
Camille Sourget’s bookshop. It has a modern, brightly
lit, minimalist style, with glass display cabinets and
rather stark white painted walls. Amelie’s tastes in
bookselling are similar to her sister’s, with an emphasis
on finely bound literature and books on history,
economics and the history of ideas, as well as travel and
exploration and science. I have found English language
books there, including a year or so ago, a nice copy of
the first UK edition of Orwell’s Animal Farm in the green
dust wrapper, with the wrapper completely intact. For
several years, Amelie was very ably assisted by Juliette
Audet. However, I note in the latest newsletter that
Juliette left the bookshop in May 2019 and has been
replaced by Marie-Laure Angilella, who I look forward
to meeting in September on my next visit to Paris.

We have of course, as part of the Australian book
“family”, two sisters who own bookshops. However,
Elizabeth and Sally Burdon operate shops that are
separated by more than 12,500km, the direct distance
between Canberra and Portland, Oregon. The two
Sourget sisters have their bookshops much closer
together, at a mere 120 metres apart. After working
with her parents for a year, following five years in New
York, Amélie Sourget also started selling books from an
apartment, before she opened Librairie Amélie Sourget
in 2013 at 1, Rue de l’Odéon, right next to the entrance
of the Hotel Odéon. To walk from Librairie Camille
Sourget to Librairie Amélie Sourget, you leave Camille’s
shop, turn left to walk down Rue de Seine, turn left
again on Rue Robineau, which ends at the intersection
of Rue de Condé and Rue de l’Odéon, just at the bar Le
Hibou (Kay Craddock please note, as hibou is French for
owl). Directly opposite Le Hibou, where I must admit
we have been known to stop for a drink, is Librairie
Amélie Sourget.

Amélie produces about three catalogues per year of a
very high quality and attends Book Fairs in France and
beyond, but not yet in Australia. She also sends out a
brief newsletter to her subscribers every week, and in a
recent one, she commemorated the anniversary of the
death of Victor Hugo (22nd May 1885) by offering
several fine editions, including two editions of NotreDame de Paris, particularly poignant given the recent
disastrous fire which destroyed the roof of the
cathedral. Amélie offers a copy of what she suggests is
the 4th impression of the 1st edition (Paris, C. Gosselin,
1831), even though the title page clearly reads
“Quatrième édition”. She also has a beautifully
contemporarily bound first definitive edition (Paris, E.
Renduel, 1832), that had been in the library of the
Duchesse du Berry. In English, we know Notre Dame de
Paris as The Hunchback of Notre Dame, a title bestowed

12 Rue de l’Odéon is famous in the book world as the
home from the 1920s until 1941 of Sylvia Beach’s
Shakespeare and Co, the place from which James
Joyce’s Ulysses was originally published in 1922. The
present Shakespeare and Co. was opened in 1951 in the
5th , at 37 Rue de la Bûcherie, directly opposite Notre
Dame. It was given its name in honour of the original
bookshop and remains the premier English language
bookshop in Paris. Rue de l’Odéon was the site of
another famous bookshop run by a woman, La Maison
des Amis des livres, roughly translated by me as “The
18

on the book in 1833 by its first translator into English,
Frederick Shoberl.

If you would like to find out more about these two
Parisian gems, here is some contact information. Do
visit them when you are next in Paris.
Librairie Camille Sourget
93 Rue de Seine, Paris, France, 75006
Web: camillesourget.com

contact@camillesourget.com
Phone: +33 1 42 84 16 68

Librairie Amélie Sourget
1 Rue de l’Odéon, Paris, France, 75006
Web: ameliesourget.net

asourget@hotmail.com
Phone: +33 1 42 22 48 09

Duchesse du Barry’s copy of the
Definitive Edition of 1832.

The 44th ILAB Congress

The Rijksmuseum Research Library
The Dutch Antiquarian Booksellers (NVvA) invite you to join
them for the 44th ILAB Congress in Amsterdam, 29
September - 1 October 2020. The program has now been
announced and includes opportunities to see Rembrandt in
the Rijksmuseum, and Mondriaan in the Stedelijk, Dutch
shipping history in the Scheepvaart Museum (home to great
atlases and globes, and tales of discovery), and much more.
The program also includes a trip outside Amsterdam, visiting
Haarlem and Zaanse Schans or Oud-Zuilen. Conferences with
bibliophiles and professionals are planned, discussions on the
history of the book and its future. Moreover, participants are
invited to join the Symposium: Provenance, Theft and
Forgery, organized by ILAB with the University of Amsterdam
on the 1st of October.

Title page of the first edition of
1831.

Although Amélie’s bookshop is very close to Camille’s,
the closest Metro station to Librairie Amélie Sourget is
Odéon. The shop is less than a one-minute walk from
the Odéon metro. There are several other interesting
bookshops in the neighbouring streets of the 6th
arrondissement. These will form the subject matter of
further articles in this series.

When the Congress ends, the 40th International Amsterdam
Book & Print Fair opens its doors, 2 & 3 October 2020. Please
let the Dutch Antiquarian Booksellers know your e-mail
address (info@ilab2020.com) if you want to stay informed.
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www.anzaab.com

For further information about ANZAAB
contact

Jӧrn Harbeck ANZAAB Secretary
admin@anzaab.com
ANZAAB is affiliated with the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers
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